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BCC Students Join CUNY
in a Global Experience
By Kimberly G. Hyatt
W hi le most students within CUNYwere routinely enjoying theirusual spring break and getting
on with their busy lives, 56 students and 7
ehaperones from 7 CUNY campuses [Bor-
ough of Manhattan, Queensborough, Kings-
borough, Hostos, LaGuardia and Bronx
community colleges, as well as John Jay
College] joined in on an adventure overseas
that seemed almost surreal.
So What's This All About?
Salzburg, Austria, was the ultimate des-
tination for a program newly introduced to
our school called the International Study
Program for Global Citizenship. It deals di-
rectly with the new international challenges,
and resulting tensions, as Americans cope
with understanding international affairs.
The importance of recognizing and appre-
ciating cultural values other than one's own
and viewing world events from a variety of
perspectives and outlooks was stressed dur-
ing the week.
The purpose of the program is to pro-
vide international experience to explore
global issues and concerns both directly
and indirectly. Of course, the most marvel-
ous part about it was experiencing this from
beyond the boundaries and borders that are
physically and imaginatively there for us as
The historic Schloss Leopoldskron at the Salzburg Seminar.
United States citizens or residents.
The Average Day Spent In the
Program
Throughout the week, students and
faculty engaged in plenary lectures, group
work, and cultural exchanges. The hour-
long plenary lectures dealt directly with
contemporary problems facing the United
States and Europe, including immigration
and diversity. After the lectures, and a well-
placed coffee break, the rest of the morning
was devoted to spirited discussions between
the students and the faculty of the issues ad-
Continued on Page 10
UN Symposium: BCC Students
Tackle Global Issues
By Ezra C hristopher
i o l i t i c a l science major Lamin Ceesay
knows all too well of the harsh real-
-A- ity tha t poverty and the I11Y AIDS
epidemic have imposed on his people in
his n a t i v e country. The Gambia. Lamin,
who has aspirations of being a diplomat,
believes tha t one day he w i l l play an in-
strumental role in not only easing the s u f -
fering of those in Africa, but also bettering
the lives of disadvantaged people across the
globe, some of whom live on less than a
dollar a day. "These are some of the things I
have seen affecting my community when I
was young. I promised myself that I would
carry the message everywhere I went and
seek help on behalf of my community and
Africa at large," he said.
Lamin recently got an opportunity to
"deliver this message" when he represented
Bronx Community College at an interna-
tional symposium held at the United Na-
tions Organization in Manhattan on April
26-28, 2005. The theme of the symposium
was "The Architects of the Future-Young
Diplomats and the Millennium Develop-
ment Goals." Lamin has praised this forum
for helping to broaden his perspective on
global issues and further igniting his ambi-
tions of helping his people.
But this young man is not the only one
who wants to sec drastic improvements in
the wellbcing of underprivileged people.
Lamin's dream was also shared by BCC
students Lizzie Rodriguez. Benanemi Da-
tuowei and me. The four of us leamt first
hand about international diplomacy when
BCC at the United Nations: from left to right, Benjamin Datvowei,
Lizzie Rodriguez, Lamin Ceesay and Ezra Christopher.
we joined close to four hundred other stu-
dents and young diplomats at the United
Nations for this three-day event.
ATHGO International, a non-govern-
mental organization based in the United
States and Switzerland, organized the con-
vention with the aim of raising awareness
about the eight UN Mil lennium Develop-
ment Goals, which include reducing global
illiteracy, gender inequality, child and ma-
ternal mortality, and poverty by 2015. Ac-
cording to keynote speaker Anwarul Karim
Chowdhury, High Representative for the
Least Developed countries. Landlocked
Developing Countries and Small Island De-
veloping States, "seven of the eight goals
relate to the fifty least developed countries,
forty of which are in Africa."
In light of this, Shashi Tharoor, the UN's
Under-Secretary General for Communica-
tions and F'ublic Information, underscored
the need to take immediate action on these
object ives . He believes that, " I n d i v i d u a l
Continued on Page 10






The essay exams I've taken canpretty much be divided intotwo basic categories: those
that went by in a blur of fear and anx-
iety, and those that I can think back
on without having my heart start to
pound. There are some basic strate-
gies that can go a long way toward
making an essay exam less frighten-
ing. These strategies should also help
make your professors a lot happier
when they finally get to your exam
amid the stack of essays they need to
grade.
The first thing to do is to prepare
before you show up for the exam.
There are two main things I've done
to prepare for the essay exams I end-
ed up performing well on. The first is
to make sure I am familiar with the
content — and not just vaguely fa-
miliar, but really, really familiar. The
second is to actually practice writing
essays. If you can come up with a list
of questions that seem like they might
show up on your exam, sit down and
practice writing a good response as
though you were in a test environ-
ment. Don't look back at your notes
or the text. Just sit there and practice
composing a good essay. This should
help you figure out what areas you
need to concentrate on as you study,
and it gives you practice writing an
essay under pressure.
When you show up on exam day,
take an extra minute or two to read
each essay question very, very care-
fully. Often students read the ques-
tion in a hurry (maybe because they
are nervous) and then end up missing
the point of the question or write a
response that only addresses part of
it. Focusing on exactly what the ques-
tion is asking can help you organize
your response. Ignoring part of the
question is a sure way to lose points,
so don't do it! Reading the question
in a rush can also lead students to just
throw out any material that seems at
all related to the question. This kind
of response is usually confusing to
read. Even worse, it often doesn't ac-
tually answer the question.
Remember that quality is almost
always more important than quantity.
Nobody likes to read through a bunch
of irrelevant information to get to
the information she really wants, so
don't "pad" essays with information
that is vaguely related to the question
but isn't serving any real purpose.
Think how cranky you would be if
you asked someone how to get from
Colston to the Bx3 bus and they start-
ed out, "Well, first you walk out of
Colston, which, by the way, is where
the English department is located.
And then to your left you'll see some
really pretty buildings, but you don't
want to go in that direction. Eventual-
ly you'll hit Meister. Meister kind of
looks to me like a frozen waffle that
has popped up out of the toaster..."
This person is providing you with a
bunch of irrelevant information given
the question you asked. As you're
writing, every so often ask yourself,
"Is this information relevant, given
the question I'm being asked?"
Now that you've realized that the
point of the essay question isn't to
write as much as possible, you have
a little space to breathe. Be sure to
take a small amount of time to plan
an organized response. Read the
question in a calm, focused way and
jot down what things need to go into
your response. Does the question ask
for three examples, for two reasons,
or for a cause and effect relationship?
If so, make sure these things make it
into the essay. Pay attention to key
words in the question. Is the profes-
sor asking for your opinion? If so,
provide it. Does the question ask you
to come up with evidence? If it does,
take the time to think of details that
can provide the evidence you need.
Taking the time to plan a response
should make your essay relevant and
easier to read.
Finally, do whatever you need to
do to show up for the exam in a calm,
relaxed mood. If coffee makes your
mind race, don't drink a big cup of it
right before the test. Take a bus that
will get you to campus a little early
if you don't want to worry about ar-
riving late for the start of the exam. If
you prepare and have a strategy for at-
tacking the questions, there shouldn't
be any big surprises. You might even
be able to enjoy the exam — or at
least walk out feeling like you did
good work.
BCC Free Tuition Courses on Tap
To Help Improve Job Opportunities
The Office of Continuing Education at Bronx Community College is
now offering English as a Second Language and computers, Spanish
General Education Degree (GED), Security Guard, Medical Office
Assistant, General Office Assistant, and Medical Record Technician.
Enrollment is continuous. Classes are offered in the summer, fall,
and spring.
All programs include job readiness training, placement assistance
and are tuition free for qualifying applicants. These programs
are an ideal opportunity for individuals who are returning to the
workforce, are unemployed, or are seeking to improve their present
jobs. Courses are paid for from a grant from the Department of Labor.
To qualify for free tuition, applicants need to meet the following
requirements:
• Be economically disadvantaged
• Have been in the US legally for five years or longer
• Have children underthe age of 18 (or 19 and are attending high
school or a GED program)
• Are pregnant
Interested candidates should call (718) 289-5844 for more details
and to register for an orientation/assessment session.
By Nicole Natal
The month of March is markedby celebration of the achieve-ments that women have con-
tributed to our country and political
rights. However, not only will March
be remembered as the month that
embraces the legacy of Women Pio-
neers, but also as a month of both
bravery and great despair, a time
where critical decision verses moral-
ity. In the midst of protestors and Su-
preme Court decisions, lies a woman
named Terri Schiavo who has been
attached to breathing (feeding) tubes
for 15 years. Schiavo, a native of
Florida who has been responsible for
shedding light on several topics from
living wills, the rights of the disabled,
religious/moral views and overall hu-
man rights, has given a voice to hand-
icapped people everywhere.
According to an article in the
Mercury News titled "Schiavo's Life,
death impact religion, legislation"
states, "Requests for living will infor-
mation soared as media coverage of
Schiavo's last days intensified". More
people are contemplating their lives
and more so the possibility of falling
ill or becoming crippled and if that
should happen, they want to make
clear their wishes so their will not
be any confusion or conflict between
spouses and families. In the Schiavo
case, husband Michael Schiavo had
stated that his wife's wishes were not
to be kept alive under such circum-
stances (on a respirator and feeding
tube) however the family had wished
otherwise for their daughter and
wanted to keep her alive. This case
has struck a chord in the hearts of
people who look at the Schiavo case
from a moral standpoint while the
government along with the Supreme
Court viewed the case under a politi-
cal microscope.
When the Supreme Court decid-
ed to rule that the tubes be taken off,
they neglected the wishes of her par-
ents (as well as siblings) and those
of the many people whom wished
that her breathing/feeding tubes be
re-inserted so that she may pass on
her own and not through the lack of
food, water and no respirator (that
kept her breathing). Whatever your
take on the Schiavo case, we can all
agree that the situation as a whole has
affected us and the way we view be-
ing handicapped or our opinions on
whether our spouse should be able to
make the deciding factor as to wheth-
er we live or die and how that process
should be. Another, question often
raised was, "What kind of person was
Mr. Schiavo?" according to a nurse
(named Carla Iyer) that worked tak-
ing care of Terri Schiavo alluded to
Michael being abusive with Terri in
an online article with Steve Doocey
for NewsMax.com titled "Terri's For-
mer Nurse Accuses Michael Schia-
vo" she explains that Terri was still
able to make some valuable forms of
communication and goes on to state
one particular incident, "... Carla was
fired from the care facility because of
a disagreement with Michael Schiavo
in an incident where she claims he
injected Terri with insulin. Ms. Iyer
said that after Michael visited Terri
one day for about 20 minutes, with
the door shut, she went in after he
left and saw Terri sweating, lethargic
and 'crying hysterically'." Another
incident also mentioned in the online
article, "...there were needle marks
underneath Terri's breast, under her
arms and near her groin. Carla talked
to the police and then went to the di-
rector of nursing, who was very upset
that Carla had gone to the police". So,
another question that should be raised
is why Michael Schiavo was not in-
vestigated any further? And why
these incidents have gone without
being fully exposed in newspapers
and in major media (with the excep-
tion of a few). It is highly unfair and
unacceptable that a man who suppos-
edly mistreated his wife would have a
say-so and be one of the last faces she
sees before passing.
There needs to be more done
about spousal abuse and furthermore,
detailed investigation in situations
(much like the Schiavo case). A per-
son accused of abuse should not be
the same person to decide the destiny
of their spouse; they are just simply
unfit to do so and may not have their
(wife's) best interest at heart.
Since the passing of Terri Schiavo
on March 10, 2005 there has been a
Dehydration Prevention Act put into
effect in Alabama. A recent article,
"Schiavo's life, death legislation"
stated, "Some bills are based purely
on the circumstances of the Schiavo
case, such as the Alabama starvation and
dehydration prevention act, which
would bar the removal of a feeding
tube without written instructions from
the patient," Tern's impact on society
will never cease along with the mem-
ory there is also the social awareness
that has been brought about that per-
haps if this case had not happened,
would have never been examined.
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Eat, Drink and Be Literary
By Damon Evans
There's a happening going onin that far away place calledBrooklyn. The Brooklyn Aca-
demy of Music, in association with
the National Book Foundation, has
launched a writer's forum with extra
trimmings.
Eat, Drink & Be Literary: Dinner
& a Reading at BAMcafe is a new se-
ries that weds delicious cuisine, liba-
tions, and literature resulting in that
rare achievement, a marriage that ac-
tually works. Each month a celebrated
author is showcased in what BAM de-
scribes as "an intimate evening expe-
rience." Writers as varied as Paul Aus-
ter. Rick Moody, Joyce Carol Gates,
Jhumpa Lahiri. Walter Mosley, and
our old BCC friend Edward P. Jones
are those writers that have been cho-
sen for the debut season which SOLD
OUT almost immediately after its an-
nouncement. Wendy Wasserstein, that
glorious mensch of a playwright, and
Toure, the awesomely brilliant young
novelist/performer seen frequently
as CNN's pop culture critic, serve as
guest moderators who interview the
authors followed by a 'Q and A' with
audience participation.
I was fortunate enough to obtain a
pass for this event from RAM's oblig-
ing and ever- delightful press repre-
sentative, Jennifer Lam. I ventured
forth from our familiar Bronx stomp-
ing grounds to a foreign land. Via the
#4 train I made the almost two hour
trek to BAM directly from BCC's
campus. I'd no idea what would await
me on the other side of the Brooklyn
Bridge. But, upon my arrival, I found
an eager and friendYy crowd of thirty
to forty already assembled patrons
waiting patiently on line for the 6:30
opening of the gates.
Alongside me was Ms. Karla
Perlman who, upon learning from
whence I'd come, squealed, "I love
your college and that campus." No
sooner had I recovered from this un-
expected wave of familiarity then,
she added, "You'll love the series."
Ms. Cheryl Bronstein, who was
standing on my other side, chimed in,
"They (the authors) don't necessarily
read from their latest works. Usually
they'll choose a passage from any-
thing they've written and read it." At
that instant, out of nowhere, arrived
Ms. Carole Mulligan who introduced
herself as being from NYU's Teach-
ing and Learning Center. It seemed as
if I'd come back to an old neighbor-
hood. Everyone was so chummy and
Writers entrance the audience at BAM.
chatty that I totally forgot that this
wasn't home for me.
At 6:30 sharp the rope dropped, the
doors flew open, and this varied and
diverse crowd of book lovers piled
into the once grand ballroom of the
Brooklyn Academy of Music. Long
tables, one right on top of the other,
presented themselves to this eclectic
bunch who were raring to have a re-
ally gooood time. The room immedi-
ately began to buzz as we gradually
began to survey the sumptuous buffet
laid before us. This feast was pre-
pared by that champion of fine food
catering, Great Performances, under
the supervision of chef Carlos Baca.
The premium wines were procured
from Pine Ridge Winery. In addition,
there was that rare added ambiance
of live music from Anais Alexandra
Tekerian, whose piano playing and
vocal gifts further enhanced an al-
ready infectious and positive spirit.
Tonight the featured writer would
be Walter Mosley. Who is Walter
Mosley? Man where have you been?
Did you ever see the movie Devil in
a Blue Dress, starring Denzel Wash-
ington? Mosley's the brother who
penned the tome upon which the
movie is based. Author of over nine-
teen critically acclaimed books, he
became that rare phenomena in the
world of publishing...a successful
and best selling mystery writer who
happened to be African-American,
and who writes about Black folks.
Moderating the evening and partner-
ing with Mosley was an acquaintance
of twenty years, Pulitzer Prize- and
Tony Award-winning playwright
Wendy Wasserstein.
After Mr. Mosley read one of his
original short stories, a discussion
commenced that centered on writing.
"Writing is rewriting," began Mos-
ley, reminding me of that 'recursive
process' of which Professor Elizabeth
Smith often refers. "I feel really sad
when I don't write every day," he con-
tinued. "I wake up every morning and
write one thousand words a day." As
if to emphasize the absolute necessity
for engaging in the physical act itself,
he further explained how "the discov-
ery happens as I write," referring to
his own process in creating some of
his most loved and famous literary
characters.
As the Mosley-Wasserstein duo-
logue gradually unfolded, we learned
of Mosley's early influences, writers
such as Dashell Hammett, George
Orwell, Raymond Chandler, and Au-
gust Wilson. On the other hand, when
he was asked to name his greatest in-
spiration Mosley's reply was, "If you
ask about books one loves, they usu-
ally come down to the books one has
read as a child. For me, it was Langs-
ton Hughes who is absolutely incred-
ible! For me, Langston's writing was
always saying that 'the trouble with
white folks is that they don't know
how wonderful it is to be colored.'"
This revelation at once clarified for
me, an ardent Mosley fan and reader,
the nuances of Mosley's works which
resonate with the complex issues of
living and being African-American
within the genre of mystery writing.
Of course, this was an unheard of oc-
currence when he first sought publica-
tion for his works back in the 1960's.
However, Mosley readily admitted
that there are roughly sixty to seventy
published African-Americans writing
mysteries in today's market.
In fact, it was the sustained re-
sistance to writers from minorities,
whether Latinos or African-Ameri-
cans, which aroused in him a de-
sire to take action by introducing a
publishing course at City College.
He acknowledged, "The publishing
world is like Ivory Soap, if you get
the joke." Yet, he has managed to
channel his frustrations into positive
activity.
This program allows student writ-
ers, regardless of their backgrounds,
to create opportunities whereby they
can share their work(s), and profes-
sional concerns, with actual publish-
ers. In turn, publishers instruct stu-
dents on what criterion is expected
for publishable material. Many are
steered toward publishing houses that
specialize in specific topics and cater
to certain audiences.
Furthermore, Mr. Mosley is a man
who has made an investment in his
own future by forging a working re-
lationship with Black Classic Press;
a small Baltimore-based publishing
company founded in 1978. "We must
show strength in our own communi-
ties by investing in their institutions"
he proclaimed. BC'P has already pub-
lished two books by Mosley: Gone
Fishin' (1997) and his provocative
What Next (20Q3).
He pays public homage to W.
Paul Coates, founder of Black Clas-
sic Press, referring to him "as one of
the finest human beings in the field of
publishing." In a brief phone inter-
view Mr. Coates said, "I knew Walter
through his writing, and was always
anticipating each new piece." Coates'
praises continue on a more personal
level in citing Mosley as "Large, not
only in stature regarding his ability as
a writer, but also as a human being."
Mr. Coates understands, and is fully
aware, that his association with Mr.
Mosley is about the author's concern
for his own survival and the need to
belong to a community that will al-
ways be willing, and able, to publish
his works. That said, it's been af-
firmed that theirs' is a mutual exploit-
ative agreement that insures that both
parties are, and will be, equally and
positively rewarded.
The evening concludes with a
book signing, with most of the audi-
ence in possession of Mosley's lat-
est thriller The Man in My Basement
(2004) published by Little, Brown
and Company. This affords the at-
tendees that treasured opportunity for
a brief one on one contact with the
celebrated author. The faces possess
smiles giving evidence that this has
indeed been an evening well spent.
During my return home, I feel a
growing sense of gratitude, and ap-
preciation for those BCC instructors
who have encouraged me to discover
and explore literature and writing in a
new and different way. The images of
Lorraine Fergensen, Elizabeth Smith,
William Washington, Andrew Row-
an, and Jason Ramirez fade in and out
of consciousness. Still, I can vividly
recall isolated instances when at least
one thing or topic blazingly stood
out, providing me with a deeper com-
prehension, insight and clarity into
the power and beauty of the written
word. This new wisdom has afforded
me the opportunity to discern writing,
not only as a skill and tool to guaran-
tee my future academic success, but
also to just enjoy the experience of
reading for my own pleasure. What
an amazing gift!
Professor Kathleen Williams
Shares Her Knowledge of Military History
at Annual Lecture
Last Public Talk Before
Leaving the BCC College Family
By James Nugent
The Eighth Annual Samuel D. Ehrenpreis Memorial
Lecture took place on Thursday, April 14, 2005. Held
in Gould Memorial Auditorium, the guest speaker was
Professor Kathleen Williams of the history department
who gave a stirring in-depth lecture on the history of
"Fido's Ears: The U-boat Hunting Acoustic Torpedo in
WWII."
There was definitely an atmosphere of knowledge
and wisdom that filled the room as I beheld a cameo of
faces from the history department, among them Profes-
sors Jaime Wilson, Sarah Danielson and Christopher
Grenda, to name a few who were there in support of their
own Professor Williams. Adding to the ambience of the
event was the engineer James Creeky and his crew from
the Media Club recording the event.
At the end of the lecture, after Professor Williams
had finished answering questions, it was announced
that this would be her final semester serving as a faculty
staffer at the college. Pursuing other interests she will be
moving to California and on to a new career. Cheered by
a standing ovation by her peers and colleagues, Profes-
sor Williams gracefully departed the stage with a bit of a
blush as the energy of the audience washer over her.
Afterwards there were warm festivities honoring her
many years as a staunch member of the BCC family. Dr. Kathleen Williams
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
I've Been Talking To Myself A lot Lately.
By Michael Angelo
But...
I feel a sense of loss and disap-pointment whenever I enter thebuilding where my apartment is
contained. I don't know why.
The steps, street leading up to
and the double set of triple thick re-
inforced steel and Plexiglas doors re-
mind me of what's out there, and what
is required for us to believe that for a
moment or two we will have peace-so
long as we are contained as well.
"Where am I?" Does this bizarre
longitude equal my destiny? And are
the rooftops and stars above sick re-
minders of a world that I will only
read about and write about from
imagination and imagination only?
Impossible! Is the meaning of where
I am and what I will become guided
by or tweaked a bit by some sooth
saying witch doctor, shackled up in
a basement apartment somewhere in
Jackson Heights? I hope not.
Often times when I'm involved in
this life, love, death and crossing the
street thing, I notice hesitation on the
faces of the once thought of dream-
ers that sit in the cafes sipping their
minutes away from small but power-
fully "them" coffee cups, telling their
opposite across from them that, "One
day we'll be happy" and that "This
place will be a memory when we get
away and land on some beach in Aus-
tralia, surrounded only by free time
and cocktail waitresses with strange
names and e-ven stranger sunsets...
promise."
But what happens then? Dreams
satisfied turn to dead dreams and be-
come the fuel for revolution. It is one
silly cycle-ask Buddha, I believe he
called it "The Wheel."
Anyway, back to the doors and
the plight of existence...! never re-
ally noticed that we all go up and
down in a stylized pendulum of sorts,
until today. There is indeed a begin-
ning and the end is often blurred by
fat women, flashy sneakers, junkies,
hot dog vendors and insidious politi-
cians... but where are the Kerouacs?
Where are the new Earthly Gods of
perception that will show us the way
towards a terrestrial heaven built on
words meant to carve fantastic 3-D
frescos into the walls and silhouettes
of our skyscraping one-sided minds?
Considering the rate at which
man has catapulted himself towards
the mouth of the abyss we probably
wont last that long, guaranteed. Our
dynasty will be much, much shorter
than any Egypt, Rome or Persia.
Baldwin's dead, so is Hemingway
and rumor is that Ginsberg caught
syphilis and lost his mind some-
where on Jerome avenue and 173rd
street.. .now what?! Back to first base
I guess-where we'll all wait and hope
for a dimension that will be ready for
the birth and calling of art as life, and
praise the souls that create, instead of
sitting here hissing and ignoring them
only to preach their gospels in class-
rooms 400 years from now. We make
no sense.
But...
The triple thick heads of all the
project ghouls and the dementia of
robotic civil servant precinct hounds
do nothing less than inspire some
kind of feelings, well, in me anyway.
Muses of sorts I guess. Like the doors
I mentioned earlier, they too are insu-
lators, ignorant non-livers that heckle
and hoot the sunsets away, for the day
is far less beautiful if you can give it a
black eye before she lies down.
The trend of debasement is fool-
hardy indeed and a trip down such a
road will leave nothing but bruises
on the backside of this humble Re-
public and her sometimes ungrateful
children. We mustn't wander through
this world numb to the miracle of
time and creation; it is by no mea-
sure of the word a mistake or freak
occurrence that we are here. Live
and don't be ashamed to tell it, write
it or be it. That is what the world is,
a string of personal experiences that
need to be told to others in the hopes
that something new can be achieved
or learned.
That is what I learned today any-
way, and that is what means some-
thing, it is relevant when thought and
practical when applied. Take from
everything, good or bad, something
to the next corner, street, relationship
and conversation and what a person
you will be. I realized this when I
stopped to watch several old Alba-
nian men in the park; they were all
from someplace hard with hundreds
of years of history between them, and
I thought to myself that these were the
men novels and plays were written
about — life and passion were scarred
into their faces, like maps screaming
to the right navigator to find and un-
lock the treasures only imagination
and truth could discover. They were
art and so were the swarms of confetti
colored pigeons that interrupted their
conversations in awkward intervals,
almost routinely, like watch hands.
I sat there amazed and convinced
myself that I too would be able, one
day, to capture what was put here by
someone so brilliant. One day.
I believe that our suffering is not
in vain, and for some of us, without
our pens and pads we'd probably
be wandering the streets at 3 a.m.
with mouths full of half rotten and
severely decaying teeth, robbing
people of their comfort and delu-
sions as we stumble past them on
the subway breathing our frighten-
ing logic through the drunken pores
of our potentially contagious skin.
But hey, someone's gotta do it. But
again, where are they? Are we it?
Or have they not been created yet?
A new breed of shaman needs to be
bom to warn the souls of denial that
acknowledgement is the only way
to understand and maneuver in this
place in time that we call home.
But...
Where do you go from the point
of no return and who will stem the
flow of our unfortunate cultural bank-
ruptcy? There may be no one left.
The tidal wave of indifference that
is rushing towards the abstract and
our fascination with the concrete and
now is deplorable, and I fear, headed
for us at record speeds.
How do we rejoice in the meaning
and sensuality of life and existence if
we do not express it in ways that are
as, if not stronger than, the aforemen-
tioned states of being? Should every-
thing be reduced to graffiti strewn
walls and triple thick Plexiglassed
quadruple reinforced doors? Is this
the legacy of our generation? Will the
men and women of the word please
rise, and all the "Slim Shady" wanna
bees please sit the f*** down, you're
giving me a headache.
As it stands the plague of thick-
headed ghoulish dementia will con-
tinue to sweep over this land and
before long the mention of Pollack,
Ferlinghetti, Picasso or Frusciante
will be punishable by castration or
lethal injection and the possibility of
receiving a bleach and or a rubbing
alcohol chaser becomes all the more
plausible. Watch out, it's coming-just
sit in any college classroom and pre-
pare to take a trip down Holy Sh**
Highway. The fundamental respect
for humanity's great accomplish-
ments are being diluted by metric tons
of confusing and distracting social
and political-policy agenda heads. I
have absolutely no idea where I am
anymore, and even worse, I feel like I
have to stay here just so I can watch it
all crash down around me.
But...
Should all things disappear and
our voices melt into one cacopho-
nous plea for salvation then at least
we know that we tried, tried with all
of our strength to put those ill fitting
and cumbersome keys into the lock
of that horribly malignant and mas-
sively disfigured door over and over
again in the hopes that by the time we
pull ourselves to the top of the stairs,
there might be, waiting for us, some
new thought or idea that would whisk
us away to someplace that is far from
the confusion and mania of the past
24 hours. And if so...then I guess it
was all worth it. Right? Sometimes I
wonder why I ever leave the park...
things always get messy on the walk
home!
Professor James Freeman
Addresses the Issue of Affirmative Action
By Ezra Christopher
Can affirmative action change the face ofracial inequality in America? ProfessorJames Freeman says yes. Affirmative
action is derived from the phrase "equal protec-
tion of the law" which is found in the Fourteenth
Amendment. The policy was enforced in 1965
and from that time its programs have aimed to
level the playing field for groups, which his-
torically have been denied equality of opportu-
nity in employment and education. Ever since
this period, affirmative action has been a hotly
debated issue in the field of education, in the
business community, and in government. How-
ever, over its forty-year history, it has received
condemnation from critics and praise from its
supporters.
Dr. Freeman is a proponent of affirmative
action. He addressed the student body on April
11, 2005 on the topic of "Intent and Meaning:
The Fourteenth Amendment — Equal Protec-
tion and Affirmative Action." In his address,
Professor Freeman underscored the importance
of this constitutional amendment which paved
the way for the enforcement of affirmative ac-
tion. "The Fourteenth Amendment is a very,
very important amendment. I will call it prob-
ably the most important amendment of the U.S.
Constitution," he said.
The political science professor made the
case that the Fourteenth Amendment helped
to change the landscape of race relations in
America. "I want you to understand that civil
rights in America and the promise of American
democracy, a promise to be treated equally, a
promise to be supplied with opportunities for
self betterment have really not been part of the
law for quite some time.... I believe that affir-
mative action is still relevant today because we
still have not come full circle on this because
there still are forms of discrimination and op-
pression against African Americans, Hispanics
and women."
His comments hit close to home, as the
snapshot of admissions at Bronx Community
College is one of diversity. BCC is an institu-
tion where minority students are in the majority.
Of the eight thousand eight hundred and ninety
students enrolled this semester more than forty-
eight percent of them are His-
panic and forty-one percent are
African American. Sixty-five
percent of the student popula-
tion is also women. It is such
diversity that Dr. Freeman
believes affirmative action
promotes. "Affirmative action
seeks to address the outcomes.
Affirmative action tries to cre-
ate more equity, more equality
in the reward system in American life. It tries
to create better diversity throughout American
life by seeking to look down the road into the
future, by giving the means necessary to create
more opportunities for access to the reward sys-
tem...."
As Professor Freeman sees it, America needs
affirmative action programs. He notes that the
disparities between minority groups and the
white community are emphasized when compar-
ing current statistics of educational attainment,
type of employment, and level of income. Dr.
Freeman said that another revealing fact is the
percentage of African Americans behind bars
rather than in the classroom. "Forty-six percent
of the prison population in the United States is
Black. Only thirteen percent of the population of
America is Black. Six hundred thousand Blacks
are in prison and only five hundred and twenty
thousand Blacks are in college. Life expectancy
for Black and Hispanic men is sixty nine and for
white men it's seventy five."
The political science scholar added that
these statistics illustrate the "need for remedia-
tion or assistance or some sort of governmental
program to address this kind of wealth inequali-
ty, educational inequality, health inequality, and
cultural inequality." He strongly feels that any
preferential treatment given to
these groups in higher educa-
tion, in getting employment,
and advancing economically,
is more than justified, as there
is a long history of discrimina-
tion against them. "Jobs and
academic skills are necessary
for social and economic better-
ment. Well, a seat in a college,
whether it is undergraduate or
law school or medical school, is in my opinion a
ticket to a good life. You will earn more money.
You will be able to provide more for your part-
ners and your family and one of the biggest in-
dicators (of) whether your children will be able
to go to school is if you go to school. Economic
betterment would change the life chances of in-
dividuals. Economic betterment means access
to adequate health care, economic betterment
means the ability ... to take classes to prepare
you for law school, for medical school, for busi-
ness school (and) for graduate exams."
On the other hand, not everyone agrees with
the professor's arguments on affirmative action.
Among the criticisms hurled by critics are that
affirmative action causes typecasting of people
of color, and creates an inferiority complex
among those seeking to claim a higher position
on the socio-economic ladder. Its critics have
also branded the policy reverse discrimination,
and believe it is anti-meritocratic.
However, Professor Freeman dismisses these
claims. "Affirmative action does not create re-
verse discrimination by making a public policy
that alters the allocation of resources in order to
promote diversity and to provide a remedy for
past discrimination." Additionally, he answers
his critics by saying, "American society is not
a pure meritocracy." But rather Dr. Freeman be-
lieves that social connections are often the key
factor in climbing up a notch on the "socio-eco-
nomic ladder of American life."
Furthermore, the political science scholar
does not accept the argument that affirmative
action programs reduce the value of hard work
through the mandatory hiring and promoting of
minorities. "Affirmative action does not guar-
antee you a successful career as a lawyer or a
doctor, or a fireman or a fire woman. It just pro-
vides you with an opportunity to become a suc-
cessful fireman, doctor, lawyer or airline pilot.
It's an opportunity and it is yours to squander
if you can't handle it, and it is yours to excel at
if you have those skills and only need a chance
to prove it." In light of this, he encouraged the
student body to take full advantage of the edu-
cational opportunities before them in order to
improve their lives as well-as those in society.
Dr. James Freeman has been employed at
Bronx Community College since 2001 and cur-
rently teaches American government and also
comparative politics. He is an Assistant Profes-
sor in the Social Sciences Department and has
his doctorate in political theory. Dr. Freeman's
lecture culminated the Campus Speakers Se-
ries.
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Police-State Repression at City College
Drop the Charges, Rescind the Suspensions!
Students, Faculty, Workers:




On the eve of the second anni-versary of the U.S.' invasionof Iraq, the administration
of the City University of New York
is waging war on the "home front."
CUNY officials are attempting to
stifle opposition by imposing a police
lockdown on the 19 campuses of the
largest urban university in the coun-
try. On Wednesday, March 9, three
City College undergraduate students
(Nick Bergreen, Justino Rodriguez
and Hadas Thier) were brutally ar-
rested during a peaceful protest
against the presence of military re-
cruiters on campus and charged with
everything from disorderly conduct
to resisting arrest and assault. Two
days later, an administrative assistant
in the theater department, Carol Lang,
was seized by police at her workplace
in the presence of representatives of
her union (DC 37). Lang was locked
up in The Tombs, the holding pen in
downtown Manhattan, and finally re-
leased at 12:30 a.m. on Sunday. The
CCNY Four face up to a year in jail
on these bogus charges.
What happened at City College
on March 9 was a textbook case of
police provocation. As soon as the
CCNY students and staffers began
chanting "U.S. out oflraq1." and "Re-
cruiters off campus" at a National
Guard table at a job fair, they were
jumped by a mob of 20 security
guards and hustled off into a corridor
where the protesters could be beaten
behind closed doors. According to
witnesses, Bergreen was tackled by a
private goon, and then pinned to the
floor with a foot on his back. Rodri-
guez was thrown against the wall by
a campus cop; when he called out,
"look what they're doing to me," a
guard slammed his head against the
wall again. Thier was arrested for tak-
ing pictures of this cop brutalization
with the camera on her cell phone. A
New York Newsday (14 March) re-
porter wrote: "Not a single student or
staffer I talked to who was there saw
anyone attack a security guard. It was
the other way around, they said."
These arrests were no "mistake,"
this is not campus cops gone wild
or "out of control," as some liberals
have suggested. They are totally un-
der control and in control - that's the
point that university authorities are
making with this crackdown. CCNY
president Gregory Williams parroted
the cops' cock and bull story about
three protesters supposedly "assault-
ing" 20 security guards (including
rent-a-thugs from the Burns Security
agency). CUNY immediately suspend-
ed the three students and the secretary,
without a shred of due process. Thier,
a petite woman, was branded a "con-
tinuing danger" and barred from set-
ting foot on campus. Although CUNY
"peace officers" are not police, they
are empowered to make arrests, carry
weapons and use deadly force (their
arsenal includes hollow-point bullets,
munitions that even the NYPD is not
supposed to use). They are a menace
to all who study or work at CUNY.
It is urgent that students, faculty and
staff mobilize to demand: Drop the
charges! Rescind the suspensions!
All cops off campus!
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Already the New York Civil Liber-
ties Union has raised "concerns about
the state of free speech on campus."
They're right to be concerned: free
speech and academic freedom are
under full-scale assault in the halls
of academe. But the right to protest
won't be won by appealing to campus
authorities not to be so "heavy-hand-
ed." Already, the CUNY tops are cir-
culating "guidelines" for "demonstra-
tions/disruptions" which include pens
to confine anyone who dares to pro-
test. CUNY tops seem intent on pro-
voking a "free speech" fight, such as
the 1964 "battle of Berkeley" when
thousands of University of California
students took over Sproul Plaza and
imposed their right to free political
expression. They want an explosion
of student unrest? They should get
more than they bargained for. For
student-worker mass action to drive
military recruiters out of CUNY!
The cop assault on antiwar pro-
testers was no isolated incident at
CUNY. Protesting this on the faculty
Senate Forum, CCNY professor Bill
Crain noted the parallel with the per-
secution of Miguel Malo going back
to August 2001. Malo was holding a
sign protesting cuts at Hostos Com-
munity College when he was assault-
ed by CUNY security personnel, who
after viciously beating him then ar-
rested him on the same frame-up as-
sault and resisting arrest charges now
being used against the CCNY protest-
ers. Crain himself, a tenured profes-
sor and head of the CCNY College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences faculty
council, was arrested and sent to The
Tombs last summer for the "crime" of
attempting to enter Baruch College
after showing his CUNY faculty ID..
Repression at CUNY is extreme, and
it is escalating.
This is part of a wave of neo-Mc-
Carthyite repression in universities
around the country. And just as the
late 1940s and '50s witch hunt was
the home front of the anti-Soviet Cold
War, to ferret out the "enemy within,"
the new purges are part and parcel
of the bipartisan imperialist "war on
terror." Two years ago, York College
adjunct professor Mohammed Yous-
ry was "relieved of teaching duties"
(fired) after the government charged
him with aiding "terrorism" as a
court-appointed translator. An inves-
tigating committee of the American
Association of University Professors
condemned this as a violation of aca-
demic freedom. Then last December,
Susan Rosenberg, was fired as an
adjunct at John Jay College on the
explicit grounds that her presence
might offend the cops who populate
the college.
A few blocks downtown from
CCNY, at Columbia University a
full-scale campaign of Zionist per-
secution is underway targeting Pal-
estinian and Near Eastern professors
on bogus charges of harassing Jewish
students. Recently, Columbia profes-
sor Rashid Khalidi was dropped from
a NYC Department of Education
professional development program
after the conservative New York Sun
denounced him for rightly calling
Israel's occupation of Palestinian ar-
eas "racist." Earlier, a huge campaign
was orchestrated by the New York
Post and the rest of the right-wing
gutter press demanding that Colum-
bia University professor Nicholas De
Geneva be fired for advocating the
defeat of U.S. imperialism in its war
on Iraq. Currently, yahoos in the Col-
orado state legislature are trying to get
Ward Churchill, a professor of Native
American studies at the University of
Colorado, fired for writing that the 11
September 2001 attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon were
U.S. imperialism's "chickens coming
home to roost."
The arrests at CCNY last week
are another vivid example of how the
government is intent on criminalizing
"unpatriotic" dissent in wartime. Ev-
eryone remembers how they locked
up 1,800 demonstrators arrested on
the flimsiest pretexts in order to make
New York City "safe" for the Repub-
lican National Convention. Through-
out the last century, imperialist war
abroad has meant police-state repres-
sion at home. During World War I,
the revolutionary syndicalists of the
Industrial Workers of the World (the
"Wobblies") were jailed by the hun-
dreds for their "free speech" fights
against the imperialist slaughter. In
World War II, the Trotskyists and mil-
itant union leaders were imprisoned
for opposing the second imperialist
global war. In addition, there were the
tens of thousands of Japanese-Ameri-
cans thrown into concentration camps
in that war, and the thousands of Near
Eastern origin arrested and held in-
communicado as the U.S. launched
its war on Afghanistan.
This repression cannot be fought
by appealing for justice from the
capitalist injustice system. Three and
a half years after his frame-up arrest,
Miguel Male's case is still stuck in
the courts. Nor will calls on the state
attorney general (Democrat Elliot
Spitzer) to conduct an "outside in-
vestigation" achieve anything. The
Democrats are just as hot for repres-
sion as the CUNY Trustees appointed
by Republicans Giuliani, Bloomberg
and Pataki. Democratic mayoral con-
tender "Freddie" Ferrer just declared
that the cops who fired 41 bullets at
African immigrant Amadou Dial-
lo, killing him in cold blood on the
doorstep of his home, committed "no
crime." The Democrats as well as Re-
publicans voted for wars on Afghani-
stan and Iraq, and for the U.S.A. PA-
TRIOT Act of police-state repression
that is its domestic face. The endless
war and escalating repression must
be fought by combating the imperial-
ist system that spawns them.
In contrast to the "social-patriotic"
rhetoric of many liberal and reformist
opponents of the Iraq war, who want
to change U.S. policies and priorities
("books not bombs"), the Internation-
alist Group, together with the Interna-
tionalist Clubs at Hunter College and
Hostos Community College and the
Revolutionary Reconstruction Club
at Bronx Community College, fights
for the defeat of U.S. imperialism and
in defense of the Iraqi and Afghan
peoples. We have insisted that the
war on semi-colonial countries such
as Iraq and Afghanistan (and threats
against bureaucratically deformed
workers states such as North Korea
and Cuba) are part of the same war
being waged by the capitalists against
working people here. At CUNY, the
Internationalist Clubs have taken the
lead in defending Miguel Malo and
in exposing the planned Homeland
Security program at the Borough of
Manhattan Community College. Af-
ter an uproar among students and fac-
ulty, that attempt to turn BMCC into
"Torture U" was withdrawn.
The Revolutionary Reconstruc-
tion Club has been fighting to drive
military and cop recruiters off cam-
pus for more than two years. On
March 10, as CCNY students were
protesting the arrests the day before,
the RRC organized a march against
military recruiters at a BCC job fair.
Today, March 17, another march
is being held at Bronx Community
College with leaflets declaring: "We
Won't Kill and Torture For the Rul-
ing Class — Drive the Military Re-
cruiters Out of BCC!" The RRC and
Internationalist Clubs at Hunter and
Hostos have called for united-front
action throughout CUNY to mobi-
lize masses of students, faculty and
campus staff against the recruiters as
a concrete blow against the imperial-
ist war.
The imperialists can be defeated.
The U.S. is already bogged down fac-
ing a burgeoning insurgency in Iraq.
And opposition on the home front has
not disappeared, despite the reelec-
tion of George W. Bush as imperialist
warmonger-in-chief. The League for
the Fourth International, of which the
IG is the U.S. section, fights for work-
ers action against the imperialist war,
including "hot cargoing" (refusing to
transport) war material and workers
strikes against the war. That this is not
only necessary but possible is indicat-
ed by the fact that on March 19, Local
10 of the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union (ILWU) in the San
Francisco Bay Area, is refusing to
move cargo in protest against the Iraq
war. A one-day work stoppage is only
a small taste of what it will take, but
it points in the right direction. Solid,
sustained workers action to block the
war would shake the Pentagon, the
White House zfad Wall Street.
To bring the imperialist war ma-
chine to a grinding halt we must
bring down the capitalist system. And
that requires above all a revolution-
ary workers party, part of a reforged
Fourth International, to lead the fight
for socialist revolution around the
globe.
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Loving and Loathing BCC
By Isaac Polanco
Ever since I started at BronxCommunity College, I'vewanted to get this out off my
chest. I wanted to express the love-
hate relationship I have with this
school. I decided to wait until this
moment because I didn't think I had
given the college the chance to opens
its wings and grown on me. It is un-
fair to make a judgment about any-
thing without truly experiencing it.
Now that the end of the second
school term is approaching, my mind
is a little clearer about my feelings for
BCC. I noticed I am in the midst of
emotions as I am about to approach
the middle of my career here. I won-
der if I am the only students ponder-
ing these questions. There must be
other souls sharing my sentiments.
When I had to make a decision to
return to college I went back to Hunt-
er to continue my education. Unfor-
tunately, timeliness is not one of my
virtues. I missed registration time. At
that point I was determined to wait a
whole semester to return to college
life. But sitting in the office of admis-
sion at Hunter I meet a brave advi-
sor who encouraged me not to miss a
whole semester and to attend a junior
coUege itv the meantime.
Eventually, I was going to be able
to return to Hunter where she was
would sure I was one of the first in
line because, for once, I wouldn't be
late and two my previous scores al-
lowed me to attend the school.
But the truth was I did not want
to attend any other CUNY college.
Transferring around was not even a
choice. It was too much work and too
many changes. I wasn't ready to be
bouncing around CUNY schools all
over the city. I wanted to go back to
the same environment I knew before.
Furthermore, I did not want to attend
a community college. I would much
rather miss a whole semester than
have to deal with all those changes. I
also (like many students in senior col-
leges) had the idea that community
colleges did not really have the struc-
ture of a university. They were not
real colleges. I had the idea that stu-
dents at community colleges couldn't
perform as well as students in senior
universities and that was the reason
they were not in a four-year school. I
did not want to surround myself in a
half-college experience. I wanted to
be fully emerged in it. I also thought
that community colleges were for
underachievers who couldn't come
up with the scores to attend a four-
year institution. They were students
behirid in their learning who were at-
tending community college either to
just get an associate's degree (which
did not have any validity to me), or
they were students who needed extra
training in certain subjects.
I went home that day without
any excitement. I really didn't want
to miss the semester but also had
mixed feeling about attending any
their school. I took the 4 train back
home, as I usually do, to my stop at
Fordham Road. But this time when I
passed the Burnside station I stood up
and struggled to look over the neigh-
borhood of urban buildings blocking
my view of the gateway to success.
Just like my visibility, my feelings
about attending BCC were blurry. I
could only partially see the beneficial
side this change could bring for me.
When I got home I said to myself,
"It's only a semester; it's only two
blocks away from home. Come on.
Give it a chance."
So I came to BCC with many
preconceptions about the college. I
must say some of theories became a
reality once I was here. Others were
just my own ignorance and promptly
vanished from my mind. One of my
main problems with BCC is my lack
of passion for the classes that I am
taking. When you are a kid, and even
through high school, you have an er-
roneous idea of what college is going
to be all about. You think people in
college are bright scholars who are
taking very advanced courses in the
field they are pursuing.
This is not a true case at BCC. We
are all taking requirements, and some
of us are down lower in the ladder
taking remedial courses. It seems like
it's so hard to get to your goal. How
does everyone else do it? Because
you sometimes are stuck in all these
requirements that are purely boring,
you lose a lot of interest in attending
school. Some senior colleges, for ex-
ample, allow you to attend a certain
number of classes that focus on your
major at the same time that you are
fulfilling your requirements. At this
college this is an idea far fetched for
must students planning to move to the
senior college environment.
We need to fulfill those tedious
requirements, whether we like the
classes or no. There is very little self
motivation when you are taking topics
that truly do not interest you. The lack
of alternative classes on this campus
that can work towards your curricu-
lum or that will officially transfer to
other colleges is truly an issue among
students. We lack higher classes in
philosophy, social sciences, English,
and so forth. Some of us might be
truly interested in taking advanced
courses to expand our horizons.
But Bronx Community College is
not to be blame for this. Often, all ju-
nior colleges are in the same position.
BCC's goal is to get students out of
its womb with an associate's degree
under their arms. Most professors at
this college are eager to give you the
tools for success at the college. If you
want to shine at BCC, there is no rea-
son not to. You are given the tools to
doit.
This is where my love for BCC
comes about. Ever since I set foot in
the door of this campus, I have met
people who are doing the best of their
abilities to push students forward and
to give them the tools they need to be
successful here. Once I was here the
semester flew by.
During my first semester I noticed
all the beneficial resources Bronx
Community College has to offer its
students who, otherwise, wouldn't
have had at other institutions. So,
as you can see, I decided to stay for
more than one semester. There are op-
portunities at junior colleges that se-
nior college students at the same level
wished they had. There are scholar-
ships, grants, programs, internships,
resources, just to mention a few, that
are out there, and students at BCC are
not taking advantage of them. Be-
cause I decided to stick around BCC
a little longer I found my true major.
Now I know exactly what I want to do,
and I no longer have doubts about the
field I want to pursue. I also might be
able to attend a private university on
scholarship thanks to the relationship
between BCC and that school. These
are opportunities I wouldn't have had
if I would've gone to Hunter.
Don't get me wrong, I truly be-
lieve the college has a lot of area to
grow in. From the cafeteria to the
classroom, there are 101 things to
fix at BCC. But like my mom says,
"Los trapos sucios se lavan en casa"
("You should wash your dirty laundry
at home!").
Chivalry: Dead or Forgotten?
By Anesha Bonner
I n this day and age, as westruggle for gender equality,do women still care if a man
holds the door for them or not?
Some women may say no, but I
say yes.
Everyday that I ride the sub-
way, I've made it a point to make
an observation of how many men
are seated compared to the num-
ber of women. More often than
not, I notice that the men outnum-
ber the women by a large margin.
What happened to the days when
a man would give his seat to a
woman? Have we come so far that
it is no longer necessary for a man
to behave in a way that is consis-
tent with being a gentleman? I am
not sure, but it is a scary feeling
to know that we have become so
apathetic that we have forgotten
about our common courtesies. The
days of men offering women their
seats have seemed to be replaced
with men willing to "burnrush"
onto the train in order to secure
a seat for themselves. Pregnant
women seem more likely to be
offered a seat by another sympa-
thetic female than a male. It's not
only giving up a seat, it seems as
though men aren't holding the
door as much either.
I come from a family with a
grandmother who was very big
on manners. Words like please
and thank you became part of
my vocabulary almost as soon as
I was able to talk. In addition to
those niceties, I was raised to be-
lieve that a man should open the
door for a lady. My uncles did it,
my brother did it and so did all
of my 15 male cousins. At sev-
enteen when I went on my first
date. I almost have to chuckle
when I remember the look on
my date's face when I paused at
the door to the movie theater. I
stood there and waited for about
two whole minutes before I said
to him, "Aren't you going to get
the door?" It's not that he didn't
know, but it seems as if he had
forgotten because it was the first
time a woman has actually ever
called him on it. I've spoken to
him since then and he told me
that he never forgot again. When
I come home with my groceries
today, if there are young men
around, I don't have a problem
asking them for help, but I re-
member a time when I didn't
have to. It was automatic.
The reason that I am con-
cerned is because there are a high
number of single women out there
who happen to be raising young
men. The type of young man he
will become is dependent upon
the things that are taught at home.
As women, most of us have not
been socialized to be the givers
of these chivalrous acts. This is
something mat is usually passed
down from father to son. It is my
opinion that it is the least expen-
sive way to make a good first im-
pression. I know a gentleman who
went on a job interview and he
had to walk a little distance from
the waiting area to get to the of-
fice of the woman who was going
to be conducting the interview. As
they were walking, he noticed that
there was a double door up ahead.
He walked slightly ahead of her
and grabbed the door so that she
could walk through. A year or
so later when he asked her what
made her hire him, she told him
that the moment he opened that
door for her, he was hired. She
said it showed that he was cour-
teous and respectful and she was
actually impressed because he
was such a young man.
So, ladies while we are becom-
ing the movers and shakers of the
world, let's band together and re-
mind these men that while yes we
are strong, confident and indepen-
dent it doesn't hurt to be nice to a
lady every once in a while.
The New School Bachelor's Degree in Liberal Arts
Tile New School recognizes your academic
achievements in a degree program that builds
on your community college experience.
INFORMATION SESSION:
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11,4 RM.
Call to RSVP or speak to an advisor
(800) 862-S039 or email
Bsadmlsslons@newscNool.edu
You It be immersed In an intellectually rigorou
environment and have the opportunity to design
an individual study plan with the help of an
academic advisor. Social sciences, media and
film, creative writing and literature, urban studies,
and international affairs are just some of the
areas id which students develop academic and
professional paths. Your next step? Arrange a
transcript review with an admissions counselor
and finish what you started.
WWW.NSU.NEWSCHOOL.EDU/BO
School Uniwrsily
*» The New School
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She's A Literary Genius:
Why Isn't Alice Childress Really Known?
By Tilwonda Fowler
Over the years, there are wom-en who are forgotten throughthe mist of time. Many
times, their real life contributions
go unrecognized and swept under
a "forgettable carpet". One of those
wonderful, extraordinary, productive
black women was named Alice Chil-
dress. Childress was a woman whose
literary talent is probably unknown to
many young black women, who Chil-
dress wrote and dedicated her work
to.
Childress' work was always com-
passionate, but presented a realistic
portrayal of both blacks and whites,
and their relationships, in plays, nov-
els, and shorter prose. Not only was
her work critically acclaimed, it also
helped raise awareness about impor-
tant issues such as equal rights for mi-
norities and women's opportunities,
as well as the importance of art and
storytelling in society. Childress was
the first woman and African Ameri-
can to win an 1956 Obie Award for
the best off-Broadway play and the
first black woman to write, produce,
direct, and star in her own play on
Broadway. We're always reminded
of Broadway's accomplishments, but
her theatric offerings are rarely men-
tioned. She actually opened a lot of
doors for aspiring young actresses
and broke down a lot of barriers for
most.
Alice Childress was bom on Oc-
tober 12, 1920 in Charleston, South
Carolina. Alice was born into a work-
ing-class black family. Alice parents
separated when she was nine years
old, and she moved to NY with her
maternal grandmother. She attended
public school in Harlem. Her grand-
mother, though not formally edu-
cated, encouraged Childress' talent
in reading and writing (Voices From
The Gaps 2003), which signaled the
beginning of her artistic ability to
create, magnificent wonderful liter-
ary work.
After completing school, Chil-
dress became involved in the theater.
During the period of the Harlem Re-
naissance, Harlem became a popular
place for young, black, artistic talent,
and Alice was a remarkable addition
to that era. In 1940, Childress joined
the American Negro Theatre in Har-
lem, where she acted and was part of
the technical staff (Women of Color
Women of Words). A year later Chil-
dress became the director of the ANT,
a position that she held until 1952,
during which she acted in numerous
productions. During this period Chil-
dress championed the creation of an
off Broadway union for actors, and
to she worked alongside the Actor's
Equity Association and the Harlem
Stage Hand Local Union.
Florence (1949), her first play, and
produced outside of Harlem, touched
near her own experiences and was
presented by the American Negro
Theater. It was a dramatic piece about
a black woman who, after meeting an
insensitive, rude white actress on the
subway, begins to respect and appre-
ciate her daughter's attempts to pur-
sue an acting career. This play was
followed, a year later by, Just a Little
Simple. Trouble in Mind (1955) won
the 1956 Obie award for best original
Off-Broadway play and she was the
first African-American to be honored
in New York's Professional Theatre.
Then came Wedding Band (1966),
String (1969); that, and Wine in the
Wilderness (1969), all examined ra-
cial and social issues.
Childress was also a successful
writer of children's literature. Written
for the juveniles were the plays, When
the Rattlesnake Sounds (1975) and
Let's Hear it for the Queen (1976).
Her other novel Rainbow Jordan
(1981), is similar to her first book, A
Hero Ain 't Nothing But a Sandwich,
which expresses the concerns about
poor, black urban youth. In fact, her
1973 novel, A Hero Ain't Nothing But
a Sandwich, was Childress' most in-
fluential and controversial work. Di-
rected at teens and young adults, the
novel was attacked by many critics
for taking on controversial subjects
such as adolescent drug use, sexual
relationships, and unreasonable pa-
rental expectations. I read the book
personally, and it was based on a 13
year old boy named Benji, who was
addicted to heroin, and it was ad-
dressing a realistic issue that many
teens have endured in life (in that
era especially). It opened the public
eyes to a situation that many wanted
to discreetly approach, for the conve-
nience of their lives. Childress herself
said, "People often avoid acknowl-
edging the dimensions of America's
drug problems. We prefer to hope
about them" (Mullins, The Island
View). Many states banned the book
from their libraries. The state of Ala-
bama actually banned the book, and
later the movie. However the movie
was awarded best picture at the Vir-
gin Islands Festival. Childress script
won best screenplay and the award,
best supporting actor, went to Larry
B. Scott, who played Benji (Mullins,
The Island View).
Childress herself was awarded the
Paul Robeson Award, for Outstand-
ing Contribution to the Arts for her
continued work in multiple literary
mediums. She said, "When I am writ-
ing, characters seem to come alive;
they move my pen to action, push-
ing, pulling, shoving, and intruding.
I visualize each scene as if it was part
of a living play... I am pleased when
readers say that my novels feel like
plays, because it means that they are
very visual." (Voices From The Gap
2003).
As well as leading a fulfilling life
as a playwright, novelist, actress, and
director, Childress lectured at Fisk
University, and Radcliffe. Even to the
end of her days, Childress was dedi-
cated to literature. When she passed
away, she was working on a story
about her African great-grandmother,
who had been a slave. Childress died
on Aug. 14, 1994 in New York City
of cancer.
It's unfortunate that I never before
had an opportunity to learn about this
artistic, prolific, flamboyant, compas-
sionate, and realistic woman in my
academic lifetime. Doing an intensive
research on Alice Childress, leaves
me wondering how many other inspi-
rational, creative, and articulate black
women went widely unknown, who
could've had a positive impact on
myself, as well as many other young
women! After reading my essay I
hope that you, as well, will be moved
by this incredible woman and her life
contributions to art, society, literary
knowledge, for the benefit of women
and all people for her generation and
those to come.
Notes
African American Female Play-
wrights, Woman of Color Woman
of Word 2002. www.scils.rutgers.
edu/cybers/childress2.html
Alice Childress, A Hero Ain't Noth-
ing But A Sandwich, 1973.




H.J.P. Mullins, "Alice Childress:
Roosevelt Island Writer in Resi-
dence," The Island View.
Playwright Alice Childress ad-
dressed artistic optimism, The




Tilwonda Fowler is a student in an
English 10 section taught by Profes-
sor Haiti-Jo Mullins.
Hate?
V.. . • . . :
By Jason Estrclla
I don't understand the aspects and id-
iosyncrasies of the word and action
ft known as hate. I lay awake at
night contemplating hate and trying
to understand it.
Restless hours spent trying to grasp the
notion that is hate. What is Hate?
What starts it? What drives it? Why
does it continue? Why?
I have no enemies, none that I know
of, and if they hate me for some un-
known reason, the feeling would not
be mutual. Everyday, I see someone
hate another person and I don't
:f|P know why;;
People die because of the word hate.
People also kill because of it And




And we were busy looking out for
good news -
Listening to the intercom's buzz-tronic
songs under this tenement lit sky -
It was there - in between the good
news and the random ticked buzz
ups where life happened in our 3x3
cubic-plastered-screaming 1,000
layered walls -
All within arms reach of each other.
There was a dead man in the alleyway
that separated my building front the
one where dozens of lead petal roses
fell @ awkward hours to the man's
. body down below -~
I think it was in between the good
news and a few of those manic
buzz up-troaics that the silence got
tainted witJi a couple of cruel KA-
KLAAANGGGSU!
Like an all so often illegitimate tene-
ment lit sky - irfeeoncilably alive
and out of place...
His body must have been dowii there
for a week or 2...
1,2; 1,2,1,2 - Rigorous shuffling
and tin popping tile scraping clatter,
bangs and bongs-
Folding their chings and bombastic
neon booms into 3-D dispensers fof
long distance convenience —
Ah, & taste of C|iba - right here on
Broadway.. .isn't it great?!?!
Graduation
By Jo-Ann Santana -
Graduation from BCC:; . -• f ill|
Graduation means sacrifices






Graduation means knowledge and
: wisdom
Graduation means Success
Thank you to my family
Thank you Bronx Community College
for guiding me through j
success.
Thank you Dean Fuller for once telling
me:
It's not when you graduate but how
you graduate.
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BCC's Continuing and Professional Studies
Contract Training Helps Employees
Achieve New Productivity Levels
A re you an employer lookingto improve productivity andcost effectiveness? Do your
employees have the precise skills
they need to do their jobs? Would you
like to make the skill levels of your
employees more interchangeable?
Bronx Community College's
Continuing and Professional Stud-
ies Program can provide solutions
to customize education and training
specifically for the needs of your
organization, everything from entry
level worker skills development, to
cutting edge technology training and
management development.
"Bronx Community College has
a track record of successful business
training services to the Bronx and re-
gional employers," states Dean Eliza-
beth Oliver, Director of Continuing
and Professional Studies. "We under-
stand the employer and worker needs
in developing successful training
modules for different companies. We
move each company forward giving
them a competitive edge."
"For example, we know that a
manager at a UPS facility here in
the Bronx has to have a grounding
in universal management principles,
but how he or she implements them
would be different for a manager at
Cable Vision, or a unit manager in a
hospital, or a doctor's office.
"We can work with the corporate
sector: business or finance, brokerage
firms and banks. We can train for cus-
tomer service, develop job readiness
skills, teach basic to advanced com-
puter skills whether for the office or
repair or networking technology. This
year we offer IC3 certificate training,
a program that covers the skills every
employer wants for his employees.
The training teaches basic technol-
ogy, repair and troubleshooting, word
processing, database and spreadsheet
skills and internet research skills,"
explains Oliver.
In the allied health area, BCC trains
employees in the North Bronx Health
Care Network at Jacobi Hospital, also
in the Health and Hospitals Corpora-
tion Generations + network, including
Metropolitan Hospital, Harlem Hospi-
tal and Lincoln Hospital. Training pro-
grams have also been delivered for St.
Barnabas Hospital, Montefiore Hospi-
tal and Medical Center and the Visit-
ing Nurse service. Programs include
medical coding, non-English language
classes in Spanish and French for hos-
pital-based physicians and other ser-
vice personnel, we've done medical
laboratory technology refreshers and
upgrades, pre-nursing preparation and
even customized our building trades
classes to meet the needs of physical
plant operations personnel at health-
care facilities.
Customized education and train-
ing is important.
"For example, employees that
BCC's Continuing and Professional
Studies Program trained at the Health
and Hospitals Corporation — Harlem,
Lincoln, Jacobi, and North Bronx —
utilized their training in Spanish or
French as health care professionals as
soon as they came out of class. They
went from taking courses on Tuesday
night and implemented those skills
with their patients on Wednesday
morning. That's what makes BCC's
Continuing and Professional Stud-
ies Program so effective and differ-
ent from other programs," says Ms.
Keyona Donaldson, Manager of Cus-
tomized Education and Training.
In the construction industry, for
example, BCC's Continuing and Pro-
fessional Studies Contract Training Pro-
gram is the only hands on building
trades program in this area. Building
management companies, unions and
government agencies can partner with
us to deliver customized carpentry,
electricity, plumbing and now pho-
tovoltaic installation courses either
here at campus or at a worksite.
"We are the experts in working in
partnership with employers and com-
pany managers. We are good at listen-
ing and helping employers set up in-
formation training schedules needed
to uplift workforce capabilities. From
our successes in curriculum develop-
ment and client experiences, we will
customize training information for
your company that gets results. Our
mission is to help you achieve your
workforce development goals," states
Ms. Donaldson.
Continuing, Ms. Donaldson adds,
"We have experience integrating
training schedules for workers on
day, evening, or 24-hour shifts. We
have the know-how to train people in
a variety of industry and office em-
ployment settings, as well as on the
BCC campus.
"We are very big on customer ser-
vice. Employers who come to Bronx
Community College Continuing and
Professional Studies to explore set-
ting up a training program meet and
talk with me," said Ms. Donaldson.
"We plan a training program that
Bronx Community College delivers."
"There is a whole assessment part
of customized training that gives
BCC's Continuing and Professional
Studies Program value add for com-
panies exploring contract training.
We sit with you and we talk until we
understand your business. Then we
will hammer out the training informa-
tion for employees to improve their
productivity and save you money by
avoiding information that's not ger-
mane to your business," emphasizes
Donaldson.
When you have loyal committed
employees who also feel competent in
the work they are doing and the boss
can say "good job," rather than "you
know, you have this skill but it's not
a good fit here, you have a productive
employee," Dean Oliver notes.
"We also address the gap in the
generic skill and then we transfer it
at various levels to the needs of the
employer. Most people who lose
their jobs are not bad employees,
they are bad fits. We will make bet-
ter employer/employee fits. That's
the single most important advantage
for companies in coming to Bronx
Community College's Continuing
and Professional Studies trainers,"
Dean Oliver adds. "We operate under
the respected credential of The City
University of New York."
BCC's Continuing and Profes-
sional Studies Program has seen
comments from contract clients af-
ter training classes that report how
employees are using newly acquired
skills almost immediately, states
Dean Oliver.
For more information on BCC's
Continuing and Professional Studies
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Bronx Community College of-fers displaced homemakerscareer development work-
shops, vocational training (comput-
ers for beginners, intermediate and
advanced office skills). Employment
specialists assist with job search, re-
sume writing, cover letter writing,
internet access for job leads, use of
computer lab, faxing/e-mail ing of
documents and referrals. Counseling,
as well as advocacy, is provided for
your personal, educational and career
needs.
Upon your completion, you will
receive a certificate, job referral/
placement, internship, referral for
"Dress for Success" and much more.
Eligible "displaced homemaker" stu-
dents include individuals who have
provided unpaid services to family
members in the home; have been de-
pendent on income of another family
member, or are unemployed or un-
deremployed and are experiencing
difficulty in obtaining or upgrading
employment.
To register, you need a birth
certificate, social security card for
yourself and child/children, proof of
income such as HRA budget letter,
two current pay stubs, two unem-
ployment stubs, notarized letter, and
a resume (if you have one). You also
must have childcare arrangements in
place, be motivated and reliable, and
have a serious desire to work and at-
tend classes, Monday through Friday,
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
You can register Monday through
Thursday @ 10 a.m. at Bronx Com-
munity College, Gould Residence
Hall, Room 309, University Avenue
& West 181st Street, Bronx, NY
10453. Also you can call (718) 289-
5828/5827. The fax number is (718)
289-6341 to set up an appointment.
Have a f mi
and exciting
summer!
Clarkson Student Wins Research Award
in National Competition Sponsored by
the Minority Research Training Forum
H alimatu Mohammed ofBronx, N.Y., a chemistry ma-jor at Clarkson University,
has received the Acres of Diamonds
Award from the Minority Trainee
Research Forum (MTRF). The award
was announced at a MTRF national
meeting held last month in Florida.
Mohammed submitted a scientific
research paper, "Selective Deprotec-
tion of D-6, 3-Glucuronolactone De-
rivatives," as part of a national com-
petition sponsored by MTRF. She
was one of 12 students nationwide
chosen to attend the conference and
deliver a poster and oral presentation
of her project.
Mohammed's research focused on
developing a mechanism to protect
and deprotect some functional groups
in the compound, D-6, 3-Glucurono-
lactone using the iodine in methanol
reagent system.
"Many compounds have mul-
tiple reactive sites. This is a problem
when chemists attempt to perform a
reaction with only one of these sites.
Therefore, a method designed to de-
activate the sites that might interfere
with the target reaction is needed,"
explained Mohammed. "After the
desired reaction is completed, the
protected groups must be reactivated.
This process is known as protection-
deprotection. This can be difficult to
accomplish in many organic com-
pounds, and carbohydrates in par-
ticular. This was the challenge my
research project addressed."
Mohammed transferred to Clark-
son in fall 2003 from Bronx Com-
munity College in New York City.
The research was conducted in the
summer of 2003 while she was still
a student at Bronx Community Col-
lege. She is currently an American
Chemical Society Scholar, the presi-
dent of the N.Y. Alumni Chapter of
the Phi Theta Kappa International
Society, and is enrolled in the Honors
Program at Clarkson.
"Clarkson has been a very good fit
for me," she said. "I am getting excel-
lent training, particularly in honing
my scientific presentation skills and
in working as part of a research team.
I have opportunities to work with fac-
ulty and on research that I would not
Finish here.
'graduate education tjy trans fernng to
Deadline to apply;
Friday, August 19,2005
Call 800-23 MONA or visit us online at
www.iona.edu/info for more infomwion
about our ds>yve programs.
ION A COLLEGE
North Avenue, New Rochslle, NY
Former BCC student Halimatu Mohammed doing lab work
at Clarkson University.
have at other institutions. Clarkson is
giving me technical experience I will
need in the outside world."
This past summer, Mohammed was
one of 15 students selected across the
country to participate in the National
Science Foundation's Research Ex-
perience for Undergraduates (REU)
program at the Dalian University of
Technology in China. The REU pro-
gram in China is administered by
Hayley Shen and Hung Tao Shen,
both professors in Clarkson's Depart-
ment of Civil and Environmental En-
gineering. Mohammed worked with a
select group of students from around
the country on research on the effects
of pulse electric field on flame behav-
ior and the chemical effect behind the
mechanism.
"I had a great experience in Chi-
na," Mohammed said. "It wasn't all
just work. We had the opportunity
to go sightseeing and visit historical
sites. And I met students from other
universities with interests similar to
my own."
She has worked on polymer as-
sembly in the laboratory of Professor
of Chemistry Devon Shipp for three
semesters. She is now working on
both her honors and Chemistry De-
partment senior theses, "Synthesis
and Characterization of Multifunc-
tional Polymeric Nanospheres," un-
der the supervision of Prof. Shipp.
"Research for Halimatu has been
the training ground and propulsion
system for future accomplishment,"
explained David Craig, Clarkson
professor of humanities and director
of the Honors Program. "At Bronx
Community College, she performed
research in mathematics as well as the
work in chemistry for which she re-
ceived the Acres of Diamonds Award.
The research she is doing here at
Clarkson now, and did in China over
the summer, is even more sophisti-
cated and may mean that there will be
more recognition and awards coming
her way. She has a very promising
professional future ahead of her."
Mohammed plans to attend gradu-
ate school after she graduates from
Clarkson in 2005. "I plan to apply to
schools that offer the combined M.D./
Ph.D. program, which takes seven or
eight years to complete. Ultimately, I
am interested in becoming a research
scientist specializing in the medical
field of neurosurgery."
The Minority Trainee Research
Forum is under the direction of Mo-
ses Williams, with its headquarters
located on the campus of Temple
University. It is funded through the
National Institutes of Health and oth-
er agencies.
This program strives to expose
minority children, as young as the
second grade, to research. The pro-
gram provides them with summer
research opportunities until they
reach high school when they begin
conducting research in numerous dis-
tinct universities under the direction
of prestigious mentors. MTRF also
hosts invitational scientific meeting,
showcasing the serious trainees en-
gaged in biomedical research. The
goal is to reach and engage minority
students underrepresented in the bio-
medical sciences.
Clarkson University, located in
Potsdam, New York, is an indepen-
dent university with a reputation for
developing innovative leaders in tech-
nology-based fields. Its academically
rigorous, collaborative culture in-
volves 2,700 undergraduates and 350
graduate students in hands-on team
projects, multidisciplinary research,
and real-world challenges. Many fac-
ulty members achieve international
recognition for their scholarship and
research, and teaching is a priority at
every level. For more information,
visit http://www.clarkson.edu.
Bronx Community College Professor
Named To Dominican Republic
Higher Ed. Council
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Women's History Month Honors Dr. Marcia V. Keizs,
Dr. Isabel Mirsky, Colleen Simpson & Kadiatou Diallo
Dr. Kcizs, Dr. Mirsky and Col-leen Simpson were describedas "the best of the best -
three outstanding women who have
proved themselves" at a heart warm-
ing and joyous Bronx Community
College recognition ceremony in the
Rotunda of the Gould Memorial Li-
brary last month. The Student Gov-
ernment Association presented the
BCC Foundation $2,000 to be added
to the $15,000 awarded a month ago
from the Diallo Foundation for her
son, Amadou, who died tragically.
The audience also heard from Dr.
Deborah MacFarlanc, Vice Chair of
Bronx Community College's Foun-
dation Board of Directors, Vice Presi-
dent of Institutional Development at
Channel 13 WNET New York, and
keynote speaker. Student Govern-
ment President Victor Rajcoomar
presented the awards.
BCC President Carolyn Williams
opened the event saying, "This is an
occasion to celebrate the success and
achievement of women; to acknowl-
edge the ambitions and dreams of
women and to honor the contribu-
tions that they have made. I am proud
to note the outstanding choices that
the Student Government has made -
because the three honorees represent
the best of the best and their outstand-
ing commitment speaks for itself.
Dr. Keizs, who was appointed
President of CUNY's York College
on February 14, 2005, had been
BCC's Vice President of Academic
Affairs. She was presented a large
framed photo collage of BCC build-
ings as a reminder of her time work-
ing in Language Hall. "Thank you so
much," said Keizs. "It's great to be at
York, but it's good to be back on the
Bronx Community College campus,"
said Ms. Keizs at the formal good-by
ceremony from the BCC student, fac-
ulty, and administrative community.
In seven years, Dr. Keizs oversaw
the expansion of academic programs
offering new degrees in Environmen-
tal Technology, Therapeutic Rec-
reation, Warehouse Management,
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Tech-
nology, Earth Science, Criminal Jus-
tice, Security Management and Cer-
tificate Programs to include Animal
Care and Management and Licensed
Practical Nurse (formerly a non-cred-
it program). As well, she improved
existing curricula, revising the CORE
and realigning remediation.
Dr. Isabel Mirsky, Professor in
the Communication Arts and Sci-
ences Department, was recognized
for her passionate ability to nurture
students while keeping them attuned
to high standards. Colleen Simpson,
Assistant Registrar, was cited for her
passion at modernizing the delivery
of services to students and faculty
and overseeing the construction of a
website that allows students to access
many of their services online.
"BCC's Student Government is
presenting the Diallo Foundation
with this $2,000 because we want to
contribute to the growth and longev-
ity of the scholarship fund as a small
token of BCC's appreciation for be-
ing chosen by Ms. Diallo," said Vic-
tor Rajcoomar, president of Bronx
Community College's Student Gov-
ernment Association.
"The importance of scholarship
awards helps make education reach-
able and affordable for low-income
students," added Rajcoomar. "Money
is even more important to commu-
nity colleges because they often do
not have as many scholarships to
offer worthy students. We [Student
Government Association] hope com-
munity residents of the city of New
York will step forward and follow
Ms. Diallo's lead in donating money
for scholarships to worthy Bronx
Community College students. Con-
tributors will not only help individu-
als, they will help the college and
the community at large," Rajcoomar
added. Ms. Diallo received the check
along with Vice President of Aca-
demic Affairs Dr. George Sanchez, a
member of BCC's Foundation Board
of Directors.
In receiving the money, Ms. Dial-
lo said, "1 am speechless. This money
will help to extend the life of Ama-
dou through scholarships to other stu-
dents. What Student Government has
done touches me deeply," she said. Dr.
Deborah MacFarlane congratulated
Ms. Diallo: "Ms. Diallo works tire-
lessly to promote global harmony be-
tween people of all races, ethnicities,
and cultures through her foundation,
through her writings, among them
My Heart Will Cross This Ocean: My
story, My Son, Amadou, and through
various media, including the Public
Broadcasting System's documen-
tary, Every Mother's Son, which pre-
miered on Thirteen last fall.
BCC Students CUNY in a Global Experience
Continued from Page 1
dressed in the earlier session.
There was also a break for time
specifically geared towards small
group work, involving 6 or 7 students
and faculty advisors working on im-
migration issues between pairs of
countries, such as the United States
and Mexico, France and Algeria, and
Germany and Turkey, among others.
The students used the resources of the
more than adequate libraries located
in the two major buildings on the
campus, the Schloss Leopoldskron
and the Meierhof. All groups created
PowerPoint presentations as well as
pamphlets to present their research
findings.
Cultural exchange was further
heightened done throughout the day
by activities such as informal discus-
sions between students and lecturers,
an evening classical concert preced-
ing the final banquet, films, high-
lighted by a documentary on the city
of Dachau, Germany, which followed
a day trip the Dachau Memorial Site
(location of the former concentration
camp) near Munich.
One of the highlights of the week
was a panel discussion featuring three
students from a local Salzburg univer-
sity and two CUNY students, includ-
ing BCC's Easter Wood. Of course,
in between the busy schedule of
meetings and other activities, coffee
and tea were served quite frequently
throughout the day as well as break-
fast, lunch, and dinner. May I add that
the very enjoyable meals were buffet
styles of food from different cultures
with an Austrian twist.
Was There Time For
Socializing, You Ask?
Socializing was incorporated into
the programming. However, many
students sought out the nightlife in
Salzburg, learning new things first
hand about Austrian residents. Our
social activities included hanging
out with students from a university
in Salzburg. Many of these students
returned during the week to talk and
hang out, forging a few trans-Atlantic
friendships.
On a personal note, I recommend
that anyone who is passing through
Austria to check out Salzburg! Be-
sides the extensive amount of souve-
nirs that you can buy, you will find a
friendly and welcoming atmosphere
towards Americans, especially New
Yorkers, both day and night. In com-
parison to New York, Salzburg night-
life is much more low key in music,
alcohol, and the age issue.
Goals and Challenges
The ultimate idea was to leave
Salzburg with the ability to acquire
better knowledge of the global econ-
omy, international political order,
and social development worldwide.
As a result, better understanding was
given to students of the transatlantic
relationship, and the general idea of
interconnectedness. I believe that
most students did in fact leave this
seminar with a serious awareness of
global issues and what it means to be
a world citizen.
How to Get Involved at BCC!
And The Cost.
The selection process for the
spring 2006 trip will begin in the fall
2005 semester. The program is very
The charming Old Town section in Salzburg, Austria.
selective in who is chosen. So, what
I would recommend is to make your
self-memorable amongst all your
teachers, because the faculty recom-
mendations are a very important part
of the selection process. The work
in Salzburg is intensive and students
selected must possess, in addition to
the outstanding faculty recommen-
dations, a solid grade point average,
have demonstrated exemplary behav-
ior in class and on campus, and they
must submit a well-written composi-
tion on the topic of globalization.
UN Symposium: BCC Students Tackle Global Issues
Continued from Page 1
countries may be unable to deal with
such problems directly or alone and it
may not be possible if at all." The UN
official further stressed that "...hav-
ing to work together internationally,
it is not only the obvious way in tack-
ling these problems, but it is also the
only way."
Tharoor's comments came at a
time when the United Nations faces
serious questions about its effective-
ness in responding to challenges in
the international community. How-
ever, he strongly feels that the orga-
nization is not becoming irrelevant;
rather, he said, it is indispensable. "Is
there any other institution that can
bring together every country in the
world irrespective of ideology, geog-
raphy, race, (and) conviction to work
towards the same objectives in the
name of our common humanity? Do
we always have a choice? The fact is
there isn't and we don't!"
And the importance of taking a
unified approach in combating such
global issues of poverty and hunger,
and HIV/AIDS became quite clear
to political science major Benanemi
Datuowei. Benanemi got the oppor-
tunity to speak at the conference,
which he said affirmed his desire "in
working with organizations like the
UN or the Nigerian Foreign Service."
The Nigerian native believes that the
UN needs to make greater progress
in alleviating world poverty. "Due to
the fact that I came from a develop-
ing country, most of the issues, like
poverty eradication, really hit home.
I feel that the UN should do more
in addressing this issue and finding
adequate resolutions to tackle this
problem. It also needs to make sure
that the money is allocated to the
right people and is used wisely," he
stressed.
Essentially, the UN conference
enriched our knowledge of world
events and spotlighted the level of
impact we all can have on the deci-
sions of the international commu-
nity in tackling human rights issues.
This was a lesson psychology major
Lizzie Rodriquez believes she learnt
in the group sessions, which present-
ed a wonderful opportunity for cul-
tural exchange. "My group taught me
more than any book could.... As my
group prepared for our debate on how
to combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and
tuberculosis, I listened to at least four
people who had first-hand experi-
ences in overcoming malaria (while)
working in some of those underde-
veloped countries. Although we did
not come up with a cure to those dis-
eases or anything as miraculous, the
conference taught me to shut up and
appreciate all the little luxuries we all
take for granted," Lizzie remarked.
Overall, this symposium allowed
our lessons on world affairs to extend
beyond our own society, an oppor-
tunity Lamin was thankful for. He
is pleased that he not only gained
knowledge but also shared the mes-
sage of the plight of his people with
these "architects of the future." Pres-
ently, these delegates hope to influ-
Students work at UN Symposium.
ence the policy decisions of the Unit-
ed Nations. A number of them were
directly involved in creating a resolu-
tion that addressed how the Millen-
nium Development Goals could be
achieved by 2015. This resolution
will be presented to a high level seg-
ment of the UN Economic and Social
Council when it meets in June-July
this year.
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Exterior of the Schloss Leopoldskron A panel of Salzburg and CUNY students, with Easter Winging our way home.
Wood on the left and the seminar's program associ-
ate, David Goldman, on the right.
A project group member voices her opinion.
Professor Andrew Rowan, Geralde Parvilus and Eas-
ter Wood enjoy a relaxing moment before returning
their respective group project work.
The ovens used to incinerate prisoners in the concen-






Justin Collins, Anesha Bonner and Easter Wood out-
side the Dachau (Germany) Memorial Site.
Salzburg Seminar Program Director Jochen Fried in-
troduces Dr. Hedy Rose prior to her Fireside Chat on
her years in hiding from the Nazis in Amsterdam.
Easter and Gigie take advantage of a flight delay in
Amsterdam to explore the beautiful old city.
Kimberly Patterson-Hyatt, center, ponders comments One of two on-site libraries: this one is in the Schloss The view of the lake and the majestic mountains from
from fellow group member. Leopoldskron. the Schloss terrace.
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President Carolyn Williams
Addresses International Education at Bronx Community College:
'Moving from International Partnerships to Campus-wide Engagement




am going to speak from my per-
spective as President of Bronx
—Community College in building
a comprehensive approach to inter-
national education and our attempt to
provide a global perspective and fo-
cus to our campus. Let me begin with
a little background on BCC and its in-
volvement in the international arena.
My association with BCC and the
National Center for Urban Transfer
Opportunities Program dates to the
early 80's, and my days in Michigan.
In 1991,1 accepted my first presi-
dency at Los Angeles Southwest Col-
lege and I was again connected with
BCC through the Urban Partnership
Program funded by the Ford Foun-
dation and managed by the National
Center.
It was an extremely large project
involving 16 major urban cities with
a charge of developing partnerships
with educational institutions, busi-
ness and communities to foster bet-
ter pathways for student movement.
BCC and Southwest College were
two of the 16 institutions involved.
Because of the success of the proj-
ect, the Ford Foundation requested
the Center to assist South African
universities and community based
agencies in replicating and adapting
the partnership model that had been
so successful in the U.S.
Little did 1 know at that time that 5
years later, I would become the Presi-
dent at BCC and again be closely
connected to the work of the Center.
Having been involved in that initial
model, I looked forward to continu-
ing the work and BCC began its ini-
tial journey into global work.
By 1998, the progress of the proj-
ect had formed a basis for the Col-
lege's future international work.
BCC is a very active and diverse
campus. Our student body represents
more than 100 countries, and our fac-
ulty and staff come from many differ-
ent countries as well. The diversity
of our faculty, staff and students and
their broad interest areas provide a
very fertile ground for many interna-
tional initiatives across the campus.
These initiatives, such as the Sal-
zburg Seminar, Fulbright scholars,
Study Abroad, faculty exchanges,
etc. had been operating as isolated
projects. There was no cohesion or
college-wide impact for each such
initiative. Simultaneously, BCC sup-
ported multicultural activities for stu-
dents and provided faculty and staff
grants supporting international study
and travel.
One of BCC's strategic goals is
to grow the College's already promi-
nent national and international vis-
ibility, attract BCC's internationally
minded faculty and staff to new ini-
tiatives and opportunities, and help
to broaden the global perspective of
BCC students. In the Fall of 2004, I
EDITORIAL
felt that BCC was now ready to build
a comprehensive approach to interna-
tional education.
In discussions with the campus
community, we felt that an announce-
ment at a public forum such as the
Faculty/staff Convocation would be
an appropriate launch to emphasize
the international position and focus
of the College.
So, in my address to the College at
the Convocation in September 2004,
I talked about the large international
population on campus and our grow-
ing international activities. I recog-
nized our faculty and staff who have
been engaged in research and other
professional pursuits in the interna-
tional arena and those who traveled
to South Africa, China, Senegal and
Salzburg. I mentioned the increasing
numbers of students who participate
in the "Study Abroad" program.
Further, I believed that it was now
time to formalize and institutional-
ize this growing international focus
to spearhead the development and
integration of new initiatives under
the umbrella of the Division of Aca-
demic Affairs and to identify a person
or office on campus that will take the
responsibility for facilitating and co-
ordinating international work.
Bringing the Center into the main-
stream was a strategic realignment. I
knew that this structure would allow
for more faculty, staff and students to
take greater advantage of the many
Wake Up Everybody
By Damon Evans
Like a bolt of lightning, therecent on-campus elec-tions for our Student Gov-
ernment Association representa-
tives came and went. Little or no
fanfare was generated for what
should have been a truly exciting
and important event in our student
lives. With the exception of a few
colored flyers posted picturing the
potential candidates running for
office, none of the voters seemed
to know anything about those for
whom they were voting. More than
once I heard echoed in the main
corridor of Colston Hall, "I don't
know who to vote for? I don't re-
ally know these people." The truth
is that little or nothing is known of
our present Student Government
Association leadership, who, in a
matter of days, will be relinquish-
ing their seats to newly elected
magistrates. And, I say this despite
the brilliant, tenacious, and articu-
late leadership of current President,
Victor Rajcooman.
Our school newspaper should
be the voice and informed source
of this academic community. Yet,
there has never been a consistent
and significant coverage of the
SGA that has provided the student
body with information regarding
their activities, agenda, and/or ac-
complishments. No wonder there
was such a presence of apathy in
regards to our latest elections. In
all honesty, we have no knowledge
whatsoever of the kinds of service
that the SGA can, and should fur-
nish for us. Chances are if one were
to ask the average student on cam-
pus "What role does the Student
Government Association play in
your life?" — I am sure that most
would be at a lost for words.
Recently, I was surprised to learn
that three individuals from the SGA
— Caroline Diaz, Jszillene Ebanks,
and Muhammad Khan — had been
appointed by Victor Rajcoomar,
our current SAG President, to con-
stantly relay and cover all news Ind
information concerning SG^activS
ities, events, and majotdecisions to
The Communicator. In fact, one of
them was actually being paid under
a special work-study agreement to
be the official press liaison. Stillest
year's end, I can truthrully say that
these responsibilities were never
properly iilfilled. Who are they
trying to foo| themselves?
My question is, "When are we
as an academic coinmanity going
to collectively awaken from oU| le-
thargic and unresponsive slumber
so that we can become the living
and vital force for change of which
we are most capable?"
There really was a time when
an education was considered the
golden key to the future, especially
if you identified yourself as a mi-
nority. The acquisition of a sound
education that led to a certified col-
lege degree was almost a sure guar-
antee to a life of fulfillment, hap-
piness, and success that, in many
instances, had eluded our parents.
However, the sheer joy, appre-
ciation and determination that was
once expressed by those fortunate
enough to embark upon a path to
higher learning and achievement,
has given way to a selfish indiffer-
ence. In the end we rob ourselves,
not only of the potential for fully
realizing the daily opportunities
and gifts that is ours for the taking,
but we abandon any notion that
true service to BCC has its own
Perhaps it's the absence of a
sense of eommunity m& fainMy
iu.vdie bf gone days. Pstisps? there
is a sense of our own fertility in
feeling .that we have any -power in
changing a world that 'OK.*:
for too many of us.'Fiijally, perhaps
it's cpt own deflated conscious-
ness' has 'assumed the attitude
feat this whole 'education' thing is
nothing more than just a means to
international initiatives and activities
on our campus.
The Center has now been oper-
ating for an academic year. As we
began to assess progress, it became
clear that the following five elements
must be in place for the growth and
sustainability of this initiative:
I. The College must clearly
demonstrate its support for a promi-
nent international focus by including
it in the College's mission.
Resources must be available
and provided to support timely initia-
tives and often, discretionary funds
may have to be allotted for some of
the social and cultural events tied into
international projects
There must be dialogue with
key faculty and staff leaders to en-
gage them as appropriate and the
Center and its Director take on that
responsibility of informing the cam-
pus of new initiatives and opportuni-
ties for engagement
The College needs to seek out
and participate in strategic interna-
tional and local activities which keep
the momentum in focus. This includes
the campus-wide dissemination of in-
formation about exchange and study
abroad programs as well as follow-up
information about faculty, staff and
students engaged in such programs.
The Center also takes on the respon-
sibility of initiating engagement and
participation in new initiatives such
as the Salzburg Seminar
II. The College must establish
a centralized location for coordinat-
ing internationally-focused activities
which BCC has done by strategically
placing the Center under the umbrella
of Academic Affairs and appointing a
Director who will take the responsi-
bility for facilitating and coordinating
all international work on campus.
The Center is also responsible for
convening a college-wide advisory
board with appropriate sub-commit-
tees so that diverse areas of interest
are served.
III. The College needs to provide
opportunities to engage faculty and
staff in international initiatives. The
Center keeps faculty and staff in-
formed about the different opportuni-
ties and programs that fit in with their
area of expertise and help determine
what would be useful to faculty in
different disciplines to support cur-
riculum.
The Center also supports subcom-
mittees that focus on critical aspects
of the international work
As President, it is important to
recognize and reward faculty and
staff for their participation. At BCC,
the Presidential Faculty and Staff
Development Grants support learn-
ing and travel and many of the grants
have been awarded for international
initiatives. For example, one of our
faculty has been to Senegal and Cuba
to learn dance forms, other faculty
are supported to attend the Salzburg
Seminar and students are supported
for Salzburg Seminar and Study
Abroad programs. Faculty are also
supported for Fulbright-Hays schol-
arships and many of our faculty have
recently been closely involved in <he
project with South Africa and attend-
ed the FET conferences.
IV. As new initiatives come to
the table, it is important to continue
the support and expansion of existing
international initiatives. The Center
conducted an initial survey of the
campus to identify current and suc-
cessful and promising initiatives and
helped provide appropriate support
and create linkages, where necessary.
This brings existing isolated pro-
grams and projects under one um-
brella into a cohesive international
program. The Center coordinates,
liaisons, supports and links projects
across campus. This also helps re-
source allocation be streamlined and
cost effective. For example, interna-
tional visits from Pakistan, Senegal,
South Africa, China and the Nether-
lands involve faculty and staff from
different departments but are coordi-
nated by the Center in campus-wide
meetings or events.
Lastly, faculty and administra-
tors must be informed and engaged.
This can be done through newslet-
ters and the use of technologies such
as e-mail, and through presentations
highlighting the various initiatives
and accomplishments.
Thank you.
Wake up everybody; we've
been asleep way too long!
News from
The Communicator
The Communicator has won a First-Prize Award for community col-
leges with more than 2,501 students by the American Scholastic Press
Association. The newspaper scored 940 out of 1,000 points based
on excellence in content coverage; page design; general plan; art,
advertising, illustrations; editing; and creativity. Additionally, staff
writer Nicole Natal was awarded First Place in Investigative Writ-
ing for her April 16, 2004 article "Afghani Women: Past, Future (A
Look at Women's Lives under the Taliban and Their Current Status in
Afghanistan)."
* * * * *
The Communicator staff, as well as students from the journalism class
(English 19), attended the College Media Advisors (CMA) annual
convention at the Roosevelt Hotel in midtown Manhattan from March
17-19,2005.
Students, as well as faculty advisor Andrew Rowan, participated in
a wide variety of workshops, including "Talk to Me: The ABCs of
Interviewing," "Covering Music," "Beginning an Ethics Dialogue in
the Newsroom," "I'm White: Can I Cover Diversity Stories," "Creat-
ing Investigative Journalism," and "Fundamentals of Privacy," among
other topics.
Gail Collins, New York Times Editorial Editor, delivered the keynote
address.
